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Abstract:

Many methods for mapping XML to relations have been proposed without considering the semantics of

XML data before. But the semantics is very important to design schemas for storage, optimize queries, and check
update anomalies, etc. In the presence of XML FDs which are specified over DTDs, this paper presents a method
based on the hybrid inlining to map XML to relations for storage. The constraints which are represented by FDs, as
well as the content and the structure, are preserved at the same time. Much storage redundancy can be reduced
through using this method. Furthermore, this paper proves that those relations mapped from XML are all in Third
Normal Form (3NF).
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有许多文章提出了根据 DTD 将 XML 映射成关系的方法,但都没有考虑 XML 的语义,而语义信息对数

据存储模式设计、查询优化、更新异常检查等来说是十分重要的,如果在 DTD 上指定了 XML 的函数依赖,在映
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射到关系数据库中就需要将其考虑进去.基于 Hybrid Inlining 方法并考虑 XML 函数依赖,提出了一种既能保持
XML 文档的内容和结构信息,又能保持函数依赖信息的映射方法.通过这种方法可以减少存储冗余,同时证明了
映射后的关系都满足第三范式.
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Over the past six years, XML[1] has been popular as a format for data exchange on the Internet. Holding many
advantages, it has been being used in many applications. Usually we exchange data in XML documents on the web
but store and query[2] in relational databases in local disks. As we know, XML data is hierarchical while relational
data is flat. Hence, to store XML data into relational databases is not trivial. Many papers[3,4] have presented
solutions. They focus their attention on the content and the structure. But in some cases users are concerned with
not only the content and the structure but the constraints. They need to map XML data to relations considering the
constraints and then export relational data to publish in XML according to the constraints when necessary.
In response to the absence of XML semantics (e.g., keys, FDs, etc.), many proposals[5~9] besides
XML-Schema[10] have proposed some notations about XML constraints. Among these proposals, FDs for XML[9]
are important for us to capture the semantics of XML data. In relational data, FDs are a critical part of its semantics.
They are useful in recognizing keys, normalizing to make a good design, preventing update anomaly, etc. FDs for
XML are the counterpart of those for relational data. They must be taken advantage of in the process of mapping.
On this premise, to map XML to relations according to XML FDs is feasible. At the same time, the constraints,
as well as the content and the structure, can be preserved.
To the best of our knowledge, work related to the relationship between the semantics of XML data and the
semantics of relational data includes Refs.[11~13]. Reference [11] presents a method to map XML to relations
preserving the constraints defined by keys and keyrefs. This method is based on the hybrid inlining method of
Ref.[4]. The proposal of Ref.[12] presents a PTIME algorithm to determine the problem of deriving a FD from
predefined XML keys. That is, the relation schemas are specified in a group of transformation rules which are
written by human beings not automatically. On the basis of those rules, the algorithm can be used to decide whether
a given FD on some schema can be derived from XML keys or not. Reference [13] presents an algorithm CPI to
derive constraints from DTDs. The method used to map is also based on the hybrid inlining method.
In this paper, we present a method to map XML to relations according to XML FDs. The method preserves the
constraints, the content, and the structure as mentioned above.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we introduce some notations in section 2 at first. And then we
describe the method for mapping in detail and make some conclusions in section 3. In order to illustrate the method
clearly, an example is taken in section 4. We summarize the entire paper in section 5.

1

Notations
Before we move to the description of the method for mapping, we introduce some notations described in

Ref.[9] first in this section.
Definition 1. Let D be a DTD. An XML functional dependency ϕ over the DTD D is an expression of
the form: (Q, [ Px1 , Px 2 ,..., Pxn → Py ]) , where Q is the FD header path which is defined by a simple XPath[14]
expression (i.e. without wild card and Kleene closure) from the root of the XML document, Pxi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is an
LHS (Left-Hand-Side) entity type which consists of an element name with optional attribute(s), and Py is an RHS
(Right-Hand-Side) entity type which consists of an element name with an optional attribute name. An XML FD
(Q, [ Px1 , Px 2 ,..., Pxn → Py ]) specifies as follows: for any two subtrees identified by Q, if they agree on
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Px1 , Px 2 ,..., Pxn , they must agree on Py , if it exists. If it is the case to an XML document T , we say that the

document satisfies the FD, denoted by T = ϕ . Moreover, for any FD ϕ in a set Σ of FDs, if T = ϕ , we say the
document satisfies the set Σ , denoted by T = Σ .
From the definition of a FD, the value of any LHS entity (or any RHS entity) is of a simple type. If an LHS
entity is an element name without any attribute, then the value of the entity is equivalent to that of the text child
(PCDATA) of the element. Otherwise, if the entity consists of an element followed by attribute(s), the value of the
entity is the value of the attribute(s). And the LHS entities must exist. On the other hand, if an RHS entity is an
element name without an attribute, its value is equivalent to that of the text child of the element, and there must be
no other subtree under the element. Otherwise, its value is equivalent to that of the attribute. For example, in the
following FD FD1, the value of project.name is equal to the value of the attribute name while the value of

contractid is equal to the PCDATA under element contractid.
As we know, ID can identify a node in an XML document globally and uniquely. If we regard ID (or IDREF)
in DTDs as an attribute, FDs for XML are more general.
For example, suppose the DTD is shown in Fig.1 and the DTD graph representing it is shown in Fig.2, where
the graph is constructed by using the method in Ref.[4]. We can specify the FDs are:
FD1=(/PSJ,[project.name,supplier.name->contractid])
for any two PSJs, if any two projects agree on the name and any two suppliers of the projects also agree on the

name, then the contractids are the same.
PSJ
*

project
*

<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ATTLIST
<!ELEMENT
<!ATTLIST
<!ELEMENT
<!ATTLIST

PSJ (project*)>
project (date, supplier*)>
project name CDATA #REQUIRED>
supplier (state, contractid, city, part*)>
supplier name CDATA #REQUIRED>
part (name*, color?, weight?, price, quantity)>
part pno CDATA #REQUIRED>

(PCDATA is omitted here.)

Fig.1

name date
supplier

contractid
name state
pno

A DTD

*

*

city
?

part
?

name color weight price quantity

Fig.2

A DTD graph

FD2=(/PSJ/project,[supplier.name,part.pno->price])
for any two projects, if any two suppliers of theirs agree on the name and any two parts that the suppliers
supply agree on the pno, the prices must be the same.
FD3=(/PSJ,[project.name,supplier.name,part.pno->quantity])
for any two PSJs, if any two projects in them agree on the name, any two suppliers of the projects agree on the

name, and any two parts that the suppliers supply agree on the pno, then the quantities are the same.
FD4=(/PSJ/project/supplier,[city->state])
for any two suppliers, if they agree on the city element, they must agree on the state element.
As far as relational data is concerned, the above FDs actually correspond to
(FD1’)PSJ.project.name,PSJ.project.supplier.name->PSJ.project.supplier.contractid,
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(FD2’)PSJ.project.supplier.name,PSJ.project.supplier.part.pno->PSJ.project.supplier.part.price,
(FD3’)PSJ.project.name,PSJ.project.supplier.name,PSJ.project.supplier.part.pno->PSJ.project.supplier.part.quantity,
(FD4’)PSJ.project.supplier.city->PSJ.project.supplier.state,
respectively. Hence, if the set of XML FDs is denoted by Σ , the corresponding set of FDs on relational data can be
denoted by Γ .
In addition, it is worth mentioning that keys can be specified by FDs. For example, each ID can be regarded as
a key of some node although it is too restricted. We have FDs just like: (/PSJ, [project.#id->date]), (/PSJ/project,
[supplier.#id ->city]), etc. (#id denotes the ID attribute.)
There are some types of FDs for XML classified by the relationships between the head path, the LHS entities,
and the RHS entity. Two important and meaningful types are flat FDs and well-structured FDs.
Definition 2. Consider the DTD:
<!ELEMENT H1(H2*)>
…
<!ELEMENT Hm(E1*)>
<!ELEMENT E1(E2*)>
…
<!ELEMENT Ex(Ey)>.
An XML FD (Q, [ Px1 , Px 2 ,..., Pxn → Py ]) is called well-structured where Q = / H 1 / ... / H m , Pxi (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
consists of an element in the set {E1 ,..., E x } ( E1 ,..., E x are distinct.) and its optional attribute(s), and Py consists
of E y and an optional attribute, if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1)

the ordered XML elements in Q , Px1 , Px 2 ,..., Pxn , and Py form a lineage; (A set L is called a lineage
iff there exists a node N in the set L such that all other nodes are ancestors of N, and for each node M
in L, if one of ancestors of M is in L, the parent of M is also in L.)

(2)

the LHS entity types do not contain any redundant LHS entity type.

From the definition we can see that FD1, FD2 and FD3 are all well-structured.
Definition 3. Consider the DTD:
<!ELEMENT H1(H2*)>
…
<!ELEMENT Hm−1(Hm*)>
<!ELEMENT Hm(E1,…,Ex,Ey)>.
An XML FD (Q,[ Px1 , Px 2 ,..., Pxn → Py ]) is called flat where Q = / H 1 / ... / H m , Pxi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) consists of an
element in the set {E1 ,..., E x } ( E1 ,..., E x are distinct.) and its optional attribute(s), and Py consists of Ey and an
optional attribute, if Px1 , Px 2 ,..., Pxn do not contain any redundant LHS entity type.
FD4 is flat according to the definition. Because well-structured FDs and flat FDs are meaningful and others
may make things ambiguous and unclear, we consider these two types of FDs only in this paper.

2

Mapping XML to Relations
Like that of relational data, the semantics of XML data is represented by XML FDs. We describe the method

for mapping XML to relations with FDs in this section. That is, if all FDs are specified by users, the FDs, the
content, and the structure are preserved in the process of mapping. This method is also based on the hybrid inlining
method. Certainly, it can be generalized to cooperate with the shared inlining method, the basic inlining method, and
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others. The method for mapping is given as follows:
(1) construct a DTD graph to represent the DTD using the method in the paper of Ref.[4];
(2) for each (Q,[ Px1 , Px 2 ,..., Pxn → Py ]) , create a relation whose attributes are extracted from Px1 , Px 2 ,..., Pxn , Py ,
and specify the attributes corresponding to Px1 , Px 2 ,..., Pxn as the key. Then, mark the last edge of the path from
the root to Py;
(3) for some edges unmarked in the DTD graph, if they form a recursion, then select one (if one is via “*”, it has a
high priority), break the cycle, create a relation for the end element, and mark the edge;
(4) for each edge unmarked in the DTD graph, if it is via a “*”, then create a relation for the end element. Then
mark the edge;
(5) create a relation for the root of the DTD;
(6) for each edge unmarked, inline the end element into the start element repeatedly until there has already existed
a relation for the start element;
(7) ensure each parent-child relationship has been recorded by a parent id (sometimes a parent code is needed) in
the relation for the child.
Distinguished from the hybrid inlining method, it preserves the constraints by step 2. Through making a
relation for each FD, the method is dependency-preserving. Secondly, there always exists an attribute in some
relation to extract the value from attributes or text nodes in the XML document. The content of the XML document
is preserved. Thirdly, step 7 ensures the structure has been stored by #id and parentid. That is, a large relation can
be obtained by joining those relations with #id and parentid. And step 2 records the relationship between the large
relations obtained after joining and the relations created in this step by using keys and foreign keys. To sum up, the
whole document can be reconstructed by using the operator “join” losslessly. We explain the method by an example
in the next section. Investigating the method, we can make two conclusions.
Proposition 1. Given a mapping σ , an XML document T conforming to DTD D, and a set Σ of XML FDs
over D , σ (T ) = Γ iff T = Σ .

Proof sketch.

For any XML FD ϕ = (Q,[ Px1 , Px 2 ,..., Pxn → Py ]) in Σ , there exists its correspondence

φ = Y → l in Γ where each attribute in Y is extracted from Px1 , Px 2 ,..., Pxn and l is extracted from Py , if the
XML document T satisfies ϕ (i.e. two subtrees which are identified by Q and agree on Px1 , Px 2 ,..., Pxn must
agree on Py ), in σ (T ) there exists only one relation which contains Y and l at the same time according to

step 2 such that if two tuples in the relation agree on Y , then they must agree on l . That is, σ (T ) =φ . So,

σ (T ) =Γ if T =Σ . On the contrary, given an instance σ (T ) of a relational schema, the XML document can be
constructed by the reverse of σ . Therefore, vice versa.
Proposition 2. Given a mapping σ , an XML document T conforming to DTD D, and a set Σ of XML FDs
over D, if T = Σ , then each relation in σ (T ) is in Third Normal Form (3NF).
Proof sketch.

Firstly, since attributes of all relations in σ (T ) are extracted from attributes or text nodes in a

document, attributes of all relations are atomic. That is, all relations are in First Normal Form (1NF). Secondly,
because XML FDs are all in the set Σ , the semantics is in Σ . All FDs on relational data are in the correspondence
Γ of Σ . We can conclude that each nonkey attribute in each relation is functionally dependent upon the primary
key of the relation. That is, all relations are in Second Normal Form (2NF). According to the process of mapping, a
relation is created for each FD. Therefore, the relations created in step 2 are in 3NF. Additionally, the relations
created in other steps have the FDs which have the form (the primary key->some attribute) and the attributes that
are not dependent upon the primary key have been eliminated. That is, these relations are in 3NF. So, all relations in

σ (T ) are in 3NF.
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A Case Study
For example, suppose the DTD that XML documents should conform to be given in Fig.1. We map it as

follows:
(1) construct the DTD graph shown in Fig.2;
(2) as for FD1, a relation FD1 (PSJ.project.name,PSJ.project.supplier.name,PSJ.project.supplier.contractid) is
created;

as

for

FD2,

a

PSJ.project.supplier.part.price)

relation
is

FD2

created;

(PSJ.project.supplier.name,PSJ.project.supplier.part.pno,
as

for

FD3,

a

relation

FD3

(PSJ.project.name,

PSJ.project.supplier.name,PSJ.project.supplier.part.pno,PSJ.project.supplier.part.quantity) is created; as for

FD4, a relation FD4 (PSJ.project.supplier.city,PSJ.project.supplier.state) is created. Then the edge from
supplier to contractid, the edge from part to price, the edge from part to quantity, and the edge from supplier

to state are marked;
(3) there is no recursion in the graph. Therefore, do nothing in step 3;
(4) for the edge from PSJ to project, create a relation project (#id); for the edge from project to supplier, create a
relation supplier (#id); for the edge from supplier to part, create a relation part(#id); for the edge from part to
name, create a relation name (#id,name). The four edges are marked;

(5) create a relation PSJ (#id) for the root;
(6) inline project.name and project.date into the relation project; inline supplier.name and supplier.city into the
relation supplier; inline part.pno, part.color, and part.weight into the relation part. Then the relations are
project (#id,project.name,project.date), supplier (#id,supplier.name,supplier.city), and part (#id,part.pno,
part.color,part.weight). The related edges are marked;

(7) ensure the parent-child relationships: add parentid into the relations project, supplier, part, name. And the
parent code is not needed here.
Finally, the relations are as follows:
PSJ(#id);
project(#id,parentid,project.name,project.date);
supplier(#id,parentid,supplier.name,supplier.city);
part(#id,parentid,part.pno,part.color,part.weight);
name(#id,parentid,name);
FD1(PSJ.project.name,PSJ.project.supplier.name,PSJ.project.supplier.contractid);
FD2(PSJ.project.supplier.name,PSJ.project.supplier.part.pno,PSJ.project.supplier.part.price);
FD3(PSJ.project.name,PSJ.project.supplier.name,PSJ.project.supplier.part.pno,PSJ.project.supplier.part.
quantity);
FD4(PSJ.project.supplier.city,PSJ.project.supplier.state).

We can see that the relations not only satisfy the FDs without losing the content and the structure but also are
all in 3NF.

4

Conclusion
XML FDs are defined just like those on relational data. In relational databases, a critical task of FDs is to

decrease redundancy and prevent update anomaly further. Something like normalization or decomposition in
relation databases can be dealt with in mapping. In hierarchical data, redundancy is a phenomena that cannot be
avoided. By defining XML FDs, the information of redundancy can be specified. The relations which are created to
store XML data need to avoid the problem as much as possible. In this paper, we present a method based on the
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hybrid inlining method to deal with the problem. It maps XML to relations preserving the constraints, as well as the
content and the structure. Whether some other meaningful types of FDs that are specified over DTDs can be found
or not is a part of the future research work. Given those FDs, the method can be extended and generalized to be
more flexible and more compatible.
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